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Forward Looking Statements
This presentation may contain or incorporate by reference forward-looking statements regarding DCP Midstream, LP and its
affiliates including projections, targets, goals, expectations, anticipations, estimates, forecasts, plans, and objectives. These
forward-looking statements may relate to anticipated financial performance, management’s plans and objectives for future
operations, business prospects, outcome of regulatory proceedings, market conditions and other matters. All statements, other
than statements of historical facts, included herein are forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements can be identified
by various forms of words such as “anticipates,” “believes,” “seeks,” “could,” “may,” “should,” “continues,” “estimates,” “expects,”
“forecasts,” “intends,” “might,” “goals,” “objectives,” “targets,” “planned,” “potential,” “projects,” “scheduled,” “will,” “assumes,”
“guidance,” “outlook,” “in-service date” or other similar expressions; however, the absence of these words does not mean that a
statement is not forward-looking. These forward-looking statements are based on management’s beliefs and assumptions and on
information currently available to management. Certain important factors that could cause actual results to differ, possibly
materially, from expectations or estimates reflected in such forward-looking statements can be found in the “Risk Factors” and
“Cautionary Statement about Forward-Looking Statements” and other disclosures included in our most recently filed Annual
Report on Form 10-K filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on February 18, 2022, and our subsequently filed
Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q. Given the uncertainties, risks, and assumptions that could cause our actual results to differ
materially from those contained in any forward-looking statement, we caution readers and investors not to unduly rely on our
forward-looking statements. We undertake no obligations to, and do not intend to, update or revise any particular forward-looking
statement included in this report or announce publicly the result of any revisions to any of the forward-looking statements to
reflect future events or developments.
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Fully Integrated
Midstream Service
Provider

$6.4 B
Market Cap

Total Asset
Base

54K

35

5.4 Bcf/d

1.7 MMBpd

2.8 Bcf/d

12 Bcf

Miles of
Pipeline

Processing
Capacity

Natural Gas
Pipeline Capacity

$869 MM

Distributable Cash
Flow (DCF)

422

Fortune 500
Number

DCP

NYSE Ticker
*Data as of December 31, 2021

$17 B

Processing
Plants

NGL Pipeline
Capacity

Natural Gas
Storage

$500 MM
Excess Free
Cash Flow

1788
People

Ba1, BB+,
BB+
Credit Ratings
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OUR PURPOSE

Building Connections to Enable
Better Lives

OUR VISION
To be the safest, most reliable, low-cost midstream service provider.
We believe this is achieved through a dedicated focus on operational
excellence and sustainability, continuous innovation, and adherence to
our cultural hallmarks.
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Building Connections to Enable Better Lives
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Sustainability Accomplishments
Since 2018

23%

80%

11%

REDUCTION

REDUCTION

REDUCTION

in Scope 1 and
Scope 2
greenhouse gas
emissions

in volume of
hydrocarbon spills
greater than one
barrel

in methane
emissions

80%

Employee Satisfaction Score
(four-points higher than 2020)

Recipient of six Environmental
Excellence Awards from the
GPA Midstream Association

$5M+
Board-level
Sustainability
Committee

25%

30%

REDUCTION

REDUCTION

in total recordable
injuries from 2020

in miles driven from 2018, improving
safety, reducing emissions, and
increasing productivity

in community
investment
since 2018

23%
of workforce
from minority
groups

ESG-linked A/R Securitization
Facility and Revolving Credit Facility
ESG Metrics in compensation
since 2007

Reporting Alignment with
SASB, EIC/GPA
Midstream and TCFD
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Sustainability
Oversight
Our strategic approach to ensuring
long-term stakeholder value can be
narrowed to two core areas of focus:
operational excellence and
sustainability

Operational
Excellence

Long-term
stakeholder
value
creation
Sustainability

We strive to achieve operational excellence responsibly
and ethically, in a way that ensures the safety and
development of our employees and communities,
and the protection of the environment.

Board of Directors Sustainability Committee
• Broad oversight on sustainability strategy and reporting

CEO & GVP of Energy Transition and
Transformation
• Goal setting, resourcing, and accountability

Sustainability Team
• Multi-resource team establishing and implementing
strategy
Sustainability Council
• Over 20 directors, VPs, and EC members meet monthly
to develop and refine three-year enterprise sustainability
strategy
• Prepare, edit and publish annual sustainability report

Dedicated Working Groups
• Lead strategic execution and research and incorporate
industry ESG trends, developments, and best practices
• Includes all workstreams and functions across the
company

Employees
• Execute company’s strategy daily
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Company
Targets
INCLUSION & DIVERSITY
GOALS
EMISSION
REDUCTION
GOALS

BY 2030 ACHIEVE

BY 2028
Ensure our workforce and company fully represents the
gender and racial demographics of the available and
qualified talent within the communities in which we operate;

BY 2031

REDUCTION

Ensure that our internal leadership succession pipeline
reflects the gender and racial demographics of the
available and qualified talent within the communities in
which we operate;

In total greenhouse gas
emissions (Scope 1 and
Scope 2) from a 2018 baseline

OVER THE NEXT 5 YEARS

BY 2050 ACHEIVE

ON AN ANNUAL BASIS

30%

NET ZERO
greenhouse gas emissions
(Scope 1 and Scope 2)

Maintain Employee Satisfaction and Belonging scores
above industry benchmark; and

Ensure representation of our veteran communities aligns
with national demographics.
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Sustainability Timeline
2019

2021

2022

Eliminated Incentive Distribution
Rights (IDRs)

Established Inclusion and Diversity
committee and full-time leadership
position

Amended $1.4 billion revolving
credit facility to include ESGlinked KPI’s.

Published second annual
sustainability report, "Resiliency and
Evolution"

Published third annual
sustainability report,
“Fundamentally Sustainable”

Announced greenhouse gas
reduction and diversity goals

Aligned with the Task Force on
Climate-related Financial
Disclosures

Established officer unitholder
guidelines
Established internal sustainability
council 2020
Published inaugural sustainability
report, "Transforming Energy
through People, Process, and
Technology“

2020
Joined GPA Midstream / Energy
Infrastructure Council working group
Joined the API Environmental
Partnership

Aligned reporting with the
Sustainability Accounting Standards
Board framework
Executed the energy industry’s first
ESG-linked accounts receivable
securitization facility
Established a Board Sustainability
Committee and executive function
Adopted Anti-Hedging/Anti-Pledging
Policy

Adopted Incentive Compensation
Clawback Policy
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SAFETY

Awards &
Recognition

2018 GPA Midstream Association 1st Place Safety
Award for Division 1 Companies

ENVIRONMENTAL & COMMUNITY
2018 COGA Community Impact Award
2021, 2020 GPA Midstream Award for Environmental
Excellence
2020 GPA Midstream Award for Energy Conservation
2021, 2019, & 2018 Forbes Best Midsize Employer

TRANSFORMATION & INNOVATION
2020 World Economic Forum Global Lighthouse
Designation
2020 Open Innovation Challenger by Mind the Bridge and
International Chamber of Commerce
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Focused on the Environment
Managing our environmental footprint is a constant focus for every DCP employee, and we strive
to be an industry leader and community partner in protecting our natural environment.
Our emissions progress is attributed to several actions:
• Improving system efficiency via facility consolidations;
• Replacing high emitting vintage compressor engines with modern
equipment;
• Implementing new regulations that result in reduction of GHG
emissions;

• Divestiture of assets that carry a relatively
• high emissions profile;
• Implementation of operational practices to reduce
blowdowns, venting and flaring; and
• Conducting routine leak detection and repair, even at
facilities not required to do so by regulations.

From 2018 to 2021:

23%

23%

30%

25%

REDUCTION

REDUCTION

REDUCTION

REDUCTION

in total GHG
emissions

total GHG emissions from
Gathering, Processing,
Storage

in total GHG emissions
from NGL Logistics

in Scope 1 CO2
emissions
Ecosystem Health and Biodiversity

15%

80%

11%

REDUCTION

REDUCTION

REDUCTION

in Scope 2 GHG
emissions

in volume of
hydrocarbon spills

in Scope 1 methane
emissions

We partner with nationwide
conservation organizations to protect
ecosystems of federally endangered or
threatened species, such as the
American Burying Beetle in Oklahoma,
the Texas Hornshell Mussel in New
Mexico, and the Lesser Prairie Chicken
throughout its range in the midcontinental United States.
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Energy Transition Strategy
Management of our greenhouse gas emissions is a critical component of DCP’s approach to
addressing climate-related risk. At DCP, we currently reduce emissions by implementing sound facility
design, adhering to robust operations and maintenance practices, investing in reliability, and utilization
of innovative technologies. In addition to operational optimization and consolidation, we are executing
against a comprehensive energy transition strategy.

THREE STRATEGIC HORIZONS

Clean
the Core

Optimize Carbon
Footprint of Core
Business

Improve emissions profile through
operations efficiency and modernization

Adjacent
to the Core

Pursue Adjacent
Lines of
Business

Expand business portfolio to compete in
complementary business lines relevant to
DCP’s existing intellectual and social
capital

Beyond
the Core

Explore New
Energy
Opportunities

Track emerging green technologies to
position DCP for tomorrow’s energy
solutions
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Managing Methane Emissions
At DCP, we believe reducing methane emissions is a fundamental part of operational
excellence, asset integrity, equipment reliability, and addressing global climate change

Reducing Methane Emissions with
Operational Practices, Projects,
and Regulations
Implementing operational procedures that will reduce
methane emissions, associated with planned pipeline
blowdowns using practices such as capturing gas in the
pipeline, reducing pipeline pressures, and using
portable flares
Enhancing our facility-based leak detection and repair
(LDAR) practices beyond regulatory requirements
Conducting weekly site inspections using audio, visual,
and olfactory methods
Identifying facilities that are candidates for replacing
natural gas pneumatic systems with air pneumatic
systems and completing retrofits

Leading on Emissions
Detection & Mitigation
Utilizing Hyperspectral Aircraft
Inspections from Kairos to Identify
Midstream Methane Emissions
In 2020, DCP launched the largest
industry-led voluntary methane
management program in the United
States. In collaboration with Kairos
Aerospace, the program uses
advanced technologies to locate and
mitigate methane emissions and
provides DCP with actionable data
about methane leaks, beyond
compliance requirements.
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Health and Safety
Performance
Safety is DCP’s highest value. The safety
of our employees, our contractors, and
our communities is top of mind in every
action, every day, and is prioritized at
every level of the organization.

25%
DECREASE
in recordable
injuries from 2020

30%
OUR APPROACH

REDUCTION

At the foundation of DCP’s safety philosophy are our six guiding principles.
Employees and contractors are trained in these principles and are expected to
abide by them as they complete each task.

1

We accept responsibility for our own
safety and the safety of those
around us

2

We believe workplace injuries and
illnesses are preventable

3

We survey our workplaces for
hazards and focus on managing risk

4

5

6

We act on safety concerns and
share learnings to educate others
We are empowered to Stop Work
when an unsafe act or condition is
observed

in miles driven
since 2018

13%
REDUCTION
reduction in
Preventable Vehicle
Accident rate from
2020

We commit to working safely every
day
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Focused on
Our People

OUR CULTURAL HALLMARKS

Trust
We start with trust because it is the
foundation to a healthy culture.

Annual Pay Equity review processes
Best-in-class benefits

Connect
We connect to be a unified team working
collaboratively toward common goals.

Inspire

Performance reviews tied to cultural
hallmarks

We inspire our people to achieve their
goals and potential while building the
energy company of the future.

Long- and short-term compensation
tied to financial, operational and
sustainability measures

Solve

Employee Satisfaction score of 80,
four points higher than 2020, above
the industry benchmark of 72

Achieve

We solve problems and challenges to
ensure a fast-paced, effective, and
enduring organization.

We strive to execute our vision and drive
our success.
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Inclusion & Diversity
DCP is committed to creating an inclusive culture, where
diverse people, perspectives, and backgrounds can thrive.

OUR APPROACH

Diverse candidate slates in recruiting
Partnerships with external
organizations to reach diverse
candidate populations

Updated training for hiring managers
Diversity and inclusion training for
leadership
I&D awareness campaigns,
education and resources

15%

25%

Females in the
workforce

Females in leadership

23%

14%

Minority
representation in
the workforce

Minority
representation in
leadership

(managers+)

(managers+)

81

Employee Belonging Score—
6 points higher than 2020

Signed the CEO Action for Diversity
& Inclusion pledge in 2021
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Community Engagement
Living through the lens of our company purpose, "Building
Connections to Enable Better Lives", DCP Midstream is
committed to strong corporate citizenship.

COMMUNITY GIVING PILLARS

STEAM Education
Inspiring and building the
next generation of energy
professionals in our
communities through
STEAM (Science,
Technology, Engineering,
Arts, and Math) education
investments and employee
engagement opportunities
focused on supporting
students of all backgrounds
in pursuit of technology and
energy careers to help
SOLVE our country’s hightech workforce needs.

Health Awareness
Promoting healthy
communities through
charitable investment and
employee engagement
opportunities designed to
ACHIEVE and advance
health education and wellbeing in our communities.

$5M+
in community
investment since 2018

Major national charitable
partnership with Wounded
Warrior Project (WWP)

Love of Country
Celebrating, preserving,
and supporting our diverse
communities through
charitable investments and
unique employee
engagement opportunities
that INSPIRE, CONNECT,
and reinforce our
commitment to safety,
operational excellence,
and sustainability in the
communities we call home.

2021 Community
Investment
Community
Giving Pillars
Support,
$686,000, 32%

Community
Sponsorships,
Industry
Initiatives &
Other
Support,
$1,240,933,
58%

Employee
Matching,
$79,799, 4%

Employee Giving,
$139,635, 6%
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Governance
The Board is comprised of eight members, three of whom
are independent, and includes a standing Audit Committee
comprised of the three independent directors.
ESG AND COMPENSATION

Safety & Environmental- 20%
• Total Recordable Injury Rate
• Process Safety Event Rate
• Total Emissions

Operational Excellence- 20%
• Efficiencies from our Integrated Collaboration Center
• Workforce of Today- Skills and versatility of our employees
to support the efficient and reliable operation of our assets
• Regrettable turnover and other measures from our Culture
& People scorecard

Financial Objectives- 60%
• Distributable Cash Flow
• Constant Price Generation
• Operating, General and Administrative Costs

DCP GOVERNANCE PROGRESS

2019
Eliminated Incentive Distribution
Rights
Established officer unitholder
guidelines
Established Board Sustainability
Committee

2020
Increased Diversity on the Board of
Directors

2021
Established Board Sustainability
Committee
Adopted Anti-Hedging/Anti-Pledging
Policy
Adopted Incentive Compensation
Clawback Policy
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Risk Management
Our enterprise risk management (ERM) program
enables us to identify, understand, respond to, and
monitor internal and external business risks.
• We use information from the ERM program to inform
Board oversight of strategic risk management by our
Executive Committee
• Our internal auditing program leverages information
from the ERM program to assess our business
activities and identify potential gaps in risk response

Board

Provide oversight and guidance on risk
based on company strategy and risk
appetite, support the risk-aware culture
that is embedded in the company.

Executive
Committee

Provide leadership on, and resources for,
risk responses; review/assess the risk
portfolio, present significant risks and risk
response to the Board.

Risk
Owners

Create and maintain briefs, update EC on
risk assessment and risk response.

Risk Team
Members

Contribute subject matter expertise to risk
owners as they capture, assess, respond
to, and monitor risks.

Assurance
and Ethics

Facilitate the ERM process, compile and
assess the integrated risk portfolio,
provide reports, set priorities, and provide
assurances of risk response.

• Assessments are shared on a quarterly basis with the
Audit Committee of the Board
DCP
People

Demonstrate awareness and knowledge
of risks, consider risks when setting
objectives and making business
decisions, communicate risks.

Committed to Physical and Cyber Security
We have implemented around-the-clock monitoring and alerting capabilities designed to protect our networks,
operations, and assets from malicious activity. Our Incident Response Plan is continually tested and refined with
lessons learned integrating independent third-party input to reduce blind spots.
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Resources
ANNUAL SUSTAINABILITY REPORTS

➢ 2021 Sustainability Report- Fundamentally Sustainable
➢ 2020 Sustainability Report – Resiliency and Evolution
➢ 2019 Sustainability Report - Transforming Energy through
People, Process, and Technology

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

2021 Comprehensive Performance Data Table
2021 EIC/GPA Midstream ESG Reporting Template
DCP 2021 Annual Report
DCP Code of Business Ethics
Sustainability Board Committee Charter
Audit Committee Charter
DCP Corporate Governance Guidelines
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Want to engage with DCP’s
Sustainability Team?
sustainability@dcpmidstream.com

Contact Us

DCP Investor Relations
Michael Fullman
720-527-6505
MFullman@dcpmidstream.com
Headquarters
6900 E. Layton Ave, Ste. 900
Denver CO 80237
(303) 595-3331
» dcpmidstream.com/sustainability
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